
 

  

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

 

NORPRO SECURITY EVOLVES TO BECOME PART OF N1 SOLUTIONS INC.  

Sault Ste. Marie (February 25th, 2021) – President, Brad Gregorini and the 

management team created N1 Solutions Inc. to better reflect the growth and 

diversification of the NORPRO brand.   

The team at N1 Solutions Inc. is pleased to announce the newly formed company and 

brand that better represents the identity and the divisions of NORPRO Security, 

NORPRO Innovation (Technology, Unique Data Systems), and the creation of N1 

Strategy Inc. 

Mr. Gregorini purchased the organization 8 years ago with a team of 15 employees. N1 

Solutions Inc. has evolved to include a dynamic and talented workforce of over 140 staff 

across Northern Ontario.  

Today, the company is a more diverse organization offering a variety of products and 

services to meet the requirements of their customers in various industries. The new 

name, N1 Solutions Inc. articulates the accomplishments over the past several years 

and the direction of the company.  

“This diversification of our services didn’t happen overnight. Our progress has taken us 

into new markets where we can provide many different solutions for our customers 

through our service offerings. We provide integrated solutions that include security, 

technology, IT, and professional advisory services. I am so proud of our evolution. It 

was time to reposition the company to match what we provide to our customers, the 

number one solution. I couldn’t have done it without the dedicated team of professionals 

we have in the organization,” says Brad Gregorini, President of N1 Solutions Inc.  

“The goal of N1 Solutions is to exceed our clients’ expectations across Ontario. We are 

a company that sells complete solutions with successful business operations across the 

North. We are excited about our growth strategy and we will have more exciting news to 

share throughout this year. We are your one call to respond to it all,” says Dan 

Hollingsworth, Vice-President of N1 Solutions Inc.  

Today, N1 Solutions launches their new website www.n1solutions.ca, and social media 

pages on both Facebook and LinkedIn (@n1solutionsinc). 

New Look 

N1 Solutions new wordmark begins with an N, emanating from NORPRO and the “1” or 

“N1” speak to providing the number one solution to their customers. The N1S logo 

represents the historical colours of the NORPRO brand. Today, N1 Solutions is excited 

to roll out a new look and feel to celebrate their continued achievements. 
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ABOUT N1 SOLUTIONS INC.:  

To better represent our company’s expanded services and divisions, the N1 Solutions 

Inc. (N1S) brand launched in 2021. N1 Solutions Inc. better reflects the growth and 

diversification of the NORPRO brand. We are your trusted partner, providing complete 

solutions that exceed client’s expectations.  

N1S includes NORPRO Security, NORPRO Innovation (Technology, Unique Data 

Systems) and N1 Strategy Inc. N1 Solutions Inc. is a full-service company, ready to 

provide your business with the solutions you need locally, nationally, and internationally.   
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Jessica Tett 

Manager, Corporate Communications  
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